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Introduction



Cotton
43%

Polyester
16%

Wool
9%

Regenerated Cellulosics
9%

Acrylic
9%

Polyamide/Nylon
8%

Flax/linen
2%

... a world in which 20% of the EU fashion market is leasing. 

Imagine...

 * Incl. contribution to global warming, abiotic depletion (including coal and oil), human toxicity, water pollution
** Assumptions: We considered fibre, garment production, distribution to consumers. In the buying scenario, we excluded the impact of returns. For leasing, we assume one item is worn by a minimum of 6 people.

In this world, emissions are reduced by 

26.857.519t CO2e / year* 

EU fashion consumption profile 
and corresponding emissions

To put this into perspective: In order to
absorb this amount of CO2 emissions you
would need to plant 27.000.000 beech trees
every year – and make sure they live to be
80 years. Or 1,6 million 2-person household
would need to become CO2e neutral. 

Fashion's impact on the planet is
enormous: from growing fibre to
making the garment to wearing and
disposing of it. In the European Union
alone, clothing consumption accounts
for up to 10 %* of its total
environmental impact.

So imagine this future scenario: While
still a lot of items are being bought,
every 5th piece is part of the sharing
economy. Every 5th garment is worn
by several people and taken care of by
experts to extend its life to the max.

We think that's a world worth fighting for. 
We are UNOWN.
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Wool 9%Flax / linen 2%

Regenerated cellulosics 9%

Polyester 16%

Cotton 43%
Polyamide / nylon 8%

Acrylic 9%

Silk 1%

Polyurethane / elastane 3%

173.193Mt  
CO2e / year in the EU 



Foreword



you are looking at our first impact report. 

We started UNOWN to make responsible consumption
easy, affordable and convenient. We believe the only way
forward is the circular economy. Our fashion leasing
promotes a sustainable lifestyle without sacrificing the
perks of fashion: self-expression, inspiration, variety. 

Additionally, we enable the circular economy by building a
bridge between production and recycling.

We are just getting started. Our positive impact gets
bigger with every new member, partner brand and
investor. In that sense, our impact report is all about you!

Rezwan Islam
data scientist, linkedin

Marie-Therese Allmayer-Beck
project owner, linkedin

Michael Huynh
designer, linkedin

Tina Spießmacher
managing director, linkedin

Moin,

Meet the project team

Linda Ahrens
managing director, linkedin
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/rezwan-islam-85356452/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marie-therese-allmayer-beck-540b66b4/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-huynh-92935813a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tinaspiessmacher/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/linda-ahrens-40113990/


Current problem



2x

more stuff

36% ~ 13%

Did you know that the fashion industry is one of biggest polluters in the world? Yes, you
have probably heard this before. So let's take a look at what that really means. 

For decades and decades, the fashion industry and we as consumers have gone by a
linear take-make-dispose principle: take resources from the planet, make cheap clothes
from it, and then dispose of them after the season. While the "fast fashion" phenomenon
has made clothes more affordable and more accessible than ever before, it has also
made the negative impact of fashion bigger and bigger.

Our services and processes contribute to more circularity in fashion. 
Our focus areas include: 

leasing service: easy access to fashion and resource-sharing

Today, the fashion industry is responsible for 10% of annual global carbon emissions,
more than all international flights and maritime shipping combined. 

partner brands: a new channel to get the most life out of one garment
green & circular logistics: connected processes and sustainable shipping solutions 
closing the loop: facilitating textile-to-textile recycling with the right partners

Today's fashion industry is bad for the planet

We want to bring change with our
circular approach
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worn less little recycling

 clothing production has
more than doubled in

the last 15 years

decreased number of
wears per piece

compared to 15 years ago

of the total material
input is in some 

way recycled
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Circulating products



–Tina Spießmacher, 
Founder of UNOWN & Leasing for Good

"We give people the
freedom of owning less and
the opportunity to share
more. In our business
model, a single garment
creates value repeatedly."
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Sharing one cotton dress with just five other customers helps to
systematically reduce CO2 emissions and water consumption:

leasing saves

10.875l water 5,5 kg CO2e
leasing saves

this is 87 years of drinking
water for one person

this is 39km with your car or
eating a 450g steak

0 5 10 15

leasing 

buying 

0 5,000 10,000 15,000

leasing 

buying 
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A well-made, high quality dress can be worn 50+ times and still be in perfect condition.
But this rarely happens: 40% of the clothes in our closets are only worn once or twice.

By means of our circular practices we rotate clothes and get more life out of each item.
That way we only need one quality dress to clothe six or more people.

By circulating products, we increase
the lifetime of each garment

Assumptions: 100 % cotton, 500gm, cultivated in USA, manufactured In Bangladesh and distributed in Germany. Further we assume 6x wash and 6x dry, plus additional 6x 2-way shipping for leasing.

More wears = 
less ecological impact on

the planet
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Shared pieces



Research shows: ~40% of clothing is only worn a couple
of times and then sits unused in our wardrobes.

14

Many of our pieces are
shared by 10+ customers

10 customers x 4 wears/month
= 40 wears
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Case study:
Meet Theresa



month 1 month 2 month 3 month 4 month 5 month 6
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Theresa has an EXTENDED membership. In the past six months she
leased four new items every month. To calculate the impact of her
leasing journey, we analysed each product in her monthly selection. We
accounted for different kinds of fabric, the weight of each item, two
washes per item per month and additional shippings for size exchanges.
We compared that with the impact that buying would have had.

Meet Theresa!

800€ 968,90€ 808,90€ 455,12€ 488,84€ 645,52€

bu
y

month 1 month 2 month 3 month 4 month 5 month 6

buy
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S 
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C
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N

48kg CO2e

203kg CO2e

19.822l water

118.187l water
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Theresa's leasing footprint vs. buying
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76%   
lower emissions

lease 

C
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83%   
less water
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3753,18€
money saved 

traditional
retail price

leasing 69€ 69€ 69€ 69€ 69€ 69€



High quality &
sustainable materials



organic cotton
32.3%

others 
15.3%

cotton
11.1%

recycled fibre*
9.2%

viscose
7.6%

tencel
6%

polyester
5.6%

organic wool
3.8%

wool
3.2%

polyamide
3.1%

cupro
2.9%

less CO2
emissions 

less textile
waste 

lower water
consumption

We curate high quality garments that can be worn by many and for a long time. We aim to
select natural, renewable materials and prioritize recycled, animal-friendly and certified

organic materials. When selecting our partners, we look for brands with a strong
commitment to at least one of those aspects. 

 
In all our sustainability practices, we measure our success according to these three goals:

18

We value high quality & sustainable materials

The make-up of our portfolio

*Recycled materials include: recycled polyester, wool, polyamide, PET, elastane 
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In the fashion industry, "overstock" means inventory from
past seasons that cannot be sold through regular retail

channels anymore. 
 

We believe: A garment from last season is just as valuable
as one that has just hit the stores. So we work with

brands to rescue overstock from ending up in the trash.

~ 40%

Un-wasted!

of our inventory is overstock
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39.7%

And that's ok. Repairing is key to a long life for
garments. We fix open seams, missing buttons

and broken zippers to make items from our portfolio
live even longer.

We care and repair 

of our garments need to be repaired
at least once during their lifetime.
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"From our members we
learn a lot about each
product, from fit to weak
points and more. 

We pass on these
insights to our partner
brands and work
together to further
improve the quality of
their products."
–Linda Ahrens, 
Founder of UNOWN & Leasing for Good
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Case study:
Meet Sam



buying leasing

15 

10 

5 

0 

To put this into perspective, if 1000 people are like
Sam we save 7 730 kg of CO2. This is equivalent to
32 flights from Düsseldorf to London. 
And best of all: This positive impact is achieved
without giving up fashion variety.

Dorothe

Elena

Mara

Kundry

Toni

-72.6%
CO2e

49.5% garment production

5.33% shipping to warehouse

10.39% wash

17.11% return

0.55% packaging 

17.11% shipping to Sam

81.5% garment production

8.87% shipping to warehouse

0.22% packaging 

6.67% Sam buys in-store

2.85% wash at home

23

Sam has leased a dress and a matching light
jacket for a special occasion.
We compare the impact of her lease with
that of buying the outfit. We take into
account the material composition, two-way
shipping as well as professional cleaning at
UNOWN. We also assume that these items
travel to at least five more customers who,
like Sam, choose to lease instead of buy.

Meet Sam!
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-249,95 €
buying leasing money saved

traditional retail price dress: 149,95€

traditional retail price jacket: 140€



"Super easy to get started. We did a pilot first and
quickly expanded our collaboration. We already

gathered interesting leasing data and achieved higher
margins than in traditional wholesale."

OH SEVEN DAYS

"Through leasing, we offer our
community the opportunity to get to

know Lanius as a brand and to
convince themselves of the quality.
The nice thing is that you don't just
get to know a new brand, but also

yourself, your style and your
preferences. Without a guilty feeling

and without the risk of a bad buy
that you regret later."

LANIUS GOTBAG 

"We support leasing because we
care about making the world a

better place in a sustainable way.
Leasing prevents shopping binge and

encourages a conscious
consumption behavior. 

We support exactly this idea and
want to contribute to it with our
durable and sustainable ocean

plastic products."

"AMENDI seeks to pioneer new sustainability standards in fashion by
being ultra-transparent and offering full traceability on every product
made. This in combination with the UNOWN philosophy of making sure
that every garment is used and loved for as long as possible – and by

more than one person – makes our partnership really aligned, strong and
progressive. Normal business standards are no longer applicable, we

enter a new era of truly sustainable measures and we believe UNOWN
can lead the way in the retail landscape."

AMENDI

24

What our partner brands have to
say about us
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Afora World
Drykorn
Freitag
Jan 'n June
Lanius
Embassy of Bricks and Logs
Hey Honey Yoga
Ambiletics
Amendi
Got Bag
Ïmaima
Kuyichi
Milavert
O My Bag
Leit&Held
Maren Jewellery
Mykke Hofmann
Nina Rein
Oh Seven Days
Pure by Luce
Sabinna
Tassel Tales
Zamt Berlin
Ivy & Oak
Wolven
Sunad
Susan Bijl

Special thanks to all our
partner brands
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It's the lease you can do!

Thank you.

unown-fashion.com



Impact data model 

For our life cycle assessments and direct comparisons
between leasing and buying we take all stages from
sourcing to usage into account. We go so far as to
analyze different product types based on their material,
weight, production and distribution. This allows us to
calculate individual fashion footprints for our
customers' selections. 

At the heart of our model sits the idea that one
garment can create value repeatedly by being shared
between many people. Thus we reduce the negative
environmental impact that would have been caused by
new items being bought. 

All our comparisons account for the additional
shippings and washes that come with our business
model. In this first report we exclude the impact of
recycling. 

Want to know more?
Feel free to contact us any time
info@unown-fashion.com
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